
 
The Secret behind The Secret 
 
Have any of you ever seen that movie called The Secret? 
 
It was kind of a drag because they never gave you the formula to the secret magic sauce! 
 
Did you try your best to follow the instructions scarce though they were in order to manifest your dreams? 
 
I have read and even spoken with the authors of many books as I was writing my own novel on 
Consciousness... 
Four Agreements 
Celestine Prophecy 
Harry Potter 
The Hunger Games 
 
The seed of truth that is planted and all of these books has sparked the imaginations of millions 
 
I have noticed that people have had very different levels of success with lots of new age tricks 
 
I have been living and working in spiritual communities since I was 15 and I have been researching as well as 
studying one on one with masters who carry ancient knowledge.  I have certain knowledge which has been 
passed on to me in the form of oral tradition and research.   The purpose of Finding the Force is to organize 
and package a certain style or flavor of knowledge. 
 
A lot of the secrets behind The Secret have to do with knowledge that can only be rendered from Master to 
Student or in Initiatory experience. 
 
The reason why is that it's a type of vibration or consciousness that allows one to manifest one's truest desires. 
And we will have to teach you how to Navigate and Operate in this New Paradigm, a whole New Operating 
System. 
 
There are many steps along the way that I have already shared with you but I would like to present it in an 
organized fashion to make it easy to understand.  There will be many postings at Finding the Force, and we 
also have semi-private groups gathering. 
 
When you combine our current knowledge of physics especially at the quantum level alongside ancient 
knowledge from Hindu, Native American, Tibetan and European esoteric knowledge, there is a striking 
residence of truth. 
 
All of the Ancient Knowledge resembles the other ones - when you break it down into its core components you 
see that the only difference between all of the systems is just a cultural one.  Much of that culture came from 
agri-culture, it depended on the place where people lived, including the weather, the elements, the foods and 
so on.  There do remain certain Core Truths at the center of any tradition that is spiritual and is tapping into 
The Force. 
 



What I propose to give to you is the Cliff's Notes for the shortcuts to all of the key components that you will 
need to be able to start manifesting miracles and the same way the course in miracles,  Celestine Prophecy 
the Alchemist and many other books have done. 
 
But I'm not gonna leave you hanging the way that things like Harry Potter do!  Many of us had a taste of that 
magic in those movies and we wish to make it real in our lives as well because we all have a memory no 
matter how distant of being magical creatures, and having a Big Dream about coming here. 
 
And so we continue on this path of searching and remembering something that we have lost and that was 
important and valuable.  Fundamentally all dis-ease and evil stems from this one root evil which is the 
forgetting of that which is truly important about life. 
 
Many people are mainly sleepwalking they are barely even conscious of what they truly want because they had 
to forget it a long time ago in order to survive in this world or at least so they believed and agreed to - when it 
was presented to them at such an early age that they couldn't possibly have fought with it or rejected it.  It 
became part of their belief system.  Words like “That’s just How It Is” are widely accepted. 
 
We also now know that reality in the physical world is produced by counter rotating electro-magnetic fields 
which essentially congeal light into matter. 
 
Thoughts are things in that level of energy which many people refer to as the astral plane and it is similar to the 
relationship between clouds and a lake.  Water comes in many forms and so does consciousness or light. 
 
There is a spiritual aspect to us that existed before we came here and will continue to exist for a very very long 
time and it is a holographic replica of Creator.  Yet Creator has Many Aspects, and so do we.  Finding the 
Force is here to give step-by-step instructions to guide you along your journey.  These traditions have been 
passed on from lips to ears for millennia, and are also transmitted through Initiation (energy imprinting) Plant 
Medicine (many different allies can open our awareness and have no addictive properties) and Physical Work 
(prayer, devotion, fasting, ceremony, sweat, pilgrimage).  We can tell you what the steps are to make progress, 
but you will have to learn to develop your own relationship with Spirit, with Your Higher Power in Order to make 
it happen. 
 
The following are the steps to manifesting miracles with Finding the Force: 

● You must have clear what your true heart's desire is or your soul journey your special jewel kind of gift 
which you incarnated to bring to this world 

● The strength and the beauty and hopefully the coherence of that field which is a feeling or desire will 
be like the fuel and the direction for manifesting the force 

● You must remove all mental and energetic obstacles to creating this vibrational field because they 
are like nails in a car tire they disrupt the ability of the circle to spin and perform its duty.  We have all 
made agreements in the past in this life and others which we may now cut ourselves free from as we 
left off into finding our true inner power 

● Another component of Finding the Force obviously has to do with figuring out exactly what is The Force 
and how to carry that energy in your body enough so that you can have the power to manifest 

● Building a strong and clean connection between spirit and body - that is the specific type of training 
that we will provide.  

● Mind is the connector between the body and the spirit like the lake and the 
clouds are connected by the wind. 



● A great deal of this material is symbolic in nature so we will have to train you to be able to see the world 
in symbols and understand what those mean to you based on your relationship with spirit that you will 
build.  I often refer to this as The Map of the Mind Mansion.  Building a Virtual House, or Discovering it 
means that you begin to be able to organize and categorize energies and experiences and to sense 
what messages your heart and Mind are receiving in response to your prayers (The Secret behind “The 
Secret” is knowing how to pray AND ALSO hear the answer.) 

● Most of the ancient stories plays and mythology we're actually an encyclopedia of different symbolic 
psychospiritual symbols like a gorgeous buffet of flavors and feelings and archetypes 

● The thing about archetypes is that they are a big enough blue green or yellow spot that you can see 
them their big exaggerated and primordial in the purity of their energies 

● Those deities are archetypes we're like Kosmik streetlamps or beacons that will get you into a general 
direction so as well as spirit to become more and more specific 

● Our prayers if made clear and have a good receiver available will always be made to come through but 
it is only our limited ability or are limiting believes that block the normal progress of things 

● Therefore there is a physical component to fighting for us also which has to do with health and nutrition 
and cleansing your body vehicle in order to be able to store into your destiny 

 
1 The Five Principles of Finding the Force 

1. You are Hu-Man 
2. The Mind is the Connector (like the dash, or air between lake and sky!) 
3. Energy Follows Attention 
4. Everything is in Relationship 
5. Belief Defines Reality 

 
Hu-Man 
Lesson 1 

- Thoughts are things and the heart is the way out of the universe  
- The most powerful desires are the ones that are charged and strong and those are usually the ones 

that have to do with destiny and our life purpose or Love 
- Many people are waking up in these times and they are remembering that they came here for 

something really important - something really special and they do not have access to the technology/ 
the information/ the education that is required in order to complete their mission.  So we are asking 
people to get together and learn these principles, how they work, and begin to manifest our highest 
destiny. 

- In the end most people don’t really just want superficial stuff, they want something that brings joy - that 
does not exclude physicality, but RATHER it Balances it with the Spiritual...  

- We are asking our Clients to use The PRinciples of Finding the Force in their lives until they get the 
hang of it and then share it with others  

- There is a story of 100 Monkeys which is an important one and I recommend that you look it up or go to 
finding the force and get a free link  

- I will also offer a document - a transcription of this talk for those of you who enjoy reading.  
- As the group classes begin we will be telling many useful stories which will accompany these concrete 

teachings  
- Essentially what the story of the 100 Monkeys says is that once enough of us elevate our 

consciousness and run divine energy then we will reach a critical mass because our fields  are most 
powerful when synchronized and harmonized  



- An Analogy most of us know is an Orchestra, or a Band.  Just like musicians playing in an orchestra 
need to learn how to both play their own instruments and how to play a song together  

- Tyson and myself will be your conductors and your composers for this symphony that we are writing for 
humanity 

 
Hu 

- You see that light is something that has an effect on us although we cannot touch it, right?  
- We also know that there are cellphone towers and that signals that we cannot see also  
- There is an unseen spiritual world which actually comes before the world of matter and can exist 

without the appearance of matter  
- However, once these energies become organized and coherent than they tend to manifest something 

solid - ElectroMagnetic FIelds are areas of potential, probability, possibility, but many different realities 
are possible and it is the scent of the energy, the flavor of our heart and Mind that dictates what will 
manifest. 

- An important concept to talk about here is the science of field mechanics... 
 
Fields and Electromagnetism 

- I want to keep this very simple so that everyone can understand it - those who have studied this 
material and those who never have 

- With your membership at Finding the Force I will be able to provide more in-depth information so that 
you can understand it to the very best of your ability 

- The Slideshow Presentations we have posted on the website contain the visuals for this talk, so check 
it out and also get the free document - a transcript of this presentation 

 
- The simple explanation is that your thoughts affect the shape of your energy field and your energy field 

is what provides for the reality around you to appear in this world  
- The brain makes a small and incoherent type of field or bubble 
- The heart makes a much larger field and that is more coherent and stable something like going from a 

bubble 2 inches wide to a bubble 10 feet wide, and increasing the brightness and strength when there 
is Heart Resonance, What we call Coherence 

- That energy body or bubble of light is what we call the mind and it is very easy to change but more 
difficult to maintain steady 

- Have you ever experienced how Miraculous it Is to Fall In Love?  Or to enjoy the light shining on a 
loved one's body while in a peaceful moment?  Sure You have experienced moments of Grace.  

- Grace is distinguished by quiet of mind, by unconflicted behavior, absence of Fear, Presence of Love. 
 

- Grace is rail-greasing for The Force to Roll in! 
 

- The Force is found on the Way to Finding The Force - it is the Very Desire to Evolve which allows for 
the miracles to happen...the work is learning how to stabilize your mental and emotional state and to 
begin to reform your body so that it can hold that Light, The Force and transmit it. 

 
 
Man  
 



- The man part of you is your body has been evolved over millions of years to the specific environment 
here on planet earth which we often referred to as Mother because of the obvious life giving qualities 
and nourishment just as a Mother has with her children 

- This body that you have is an organic thing and will get born, flower, bear fruit, and wither, just as does 
any organic thing here on Earth.  However the special thing is that that body is related to everything 
here on the planet because it has evolved over so many millions of years and has aspects of it that. 

- The Body Carries the knowledge of All Our Ancestors, All Our Relations... Plant, fungus, bacteria, 
mineral, animal, and other type of elements such as water and air  

- With shamanic practice and with the systems that I use we have learned to make relations with/ a 
strong connection to/ friendship and understanding with these different aspects of ourselves, through 
which we are able to access simply because we are a part of all that 

- Making Relations means appreciating, paying attention to, understanding the nature of and thereby 
energetically assimilating different types of things in order to accomplish higher goals 

- The Heart actually is a huge Brain!  It senses and receives signals of energy, like a cell phone does 
from a tower, and it only needs you to be aware of it and learn its operating system 

 
How Beliefs Can Limit the Secret 

- The conditioning which we undergo as children, especially in a society who is aim is to control the 
masses and enslave (transform it precious resources into money that can be courted by the few), 
naturally creates a system where they are not training us to become liberated and powerful but rather to 
follow along with the company program 

- Look around you and you will see that you should not be surprised that the system has been put 
together to produce this desired result 

- But people all over the world are coming together and doing amazing things to collaborate and to shift 
the consciousness of enough to carry the tide for the entire planet, of course it is (some of our) destiny 
to eventually achieve the state of consciousness  

- We came here to be part of this beautiful Cosmic Tapestry with so many threads and colors and stories  
- In 26,000 and 52,000 year cycles (known to the Ancients as The Precession of the Equinoxes), we 

have these opportunities or windows which we can use to elevate our consciousness.  That Beautiful 
Window is Happening Now. 

- We do not have to change the entire world, we just have to change our own minds in order to affect 
everything else that has the field resonance to us.  Since we are related in our DNA to everything on 
this planet and in the Cosmos, that’s powerful stuff. 

- The Love our heart generates is much stronger and more coherent than the fractured psyche of 
society, which seeks to destroy  

- However it is quite bothersome to see that darkness exists and still hold in one's mind some kind of 
higher truth/ consciousness.  

- Fear is something that automatically shuts down a person's heart field  
- When Your Heart Field shuts down (when you drop into Fear or Domination games) it takes away your 

power, which is automatically diverted to survival - fight or flight type of mentality, a very shortsighted 
view and primed to commit violence or run. 

- That is exactly why we have gotten together in this program called Finding the Force - If we can train 
you to hold a higher state of consciousness along with us and play a good song, it will make it easier for 
all of us to pray for the Miracles we so need right now 

- The trick to all of this is training the people who are waking up to see the beauty of life, remaining more 
and more in the State of Grace that Allows The Force to Come in  

- That they would be willing to suspend their disbelief in the possibility of miracles and magic 



 
Your ACTION STEPS 

- Step one is to watch the videos that we have produced at finding the force which are free and you will 
be introduced to the scientific research as well as the concepts we really only want to work with the 
people who strongly feel that they are being called to change their minds and change their world in 
order to contribute to the higher good of our species and our Mother Earth is at stake in these times the 
environmental crisis is urgent 

- You will find a Chapter of my book, as well as the Presentation to go with it. 
- There are also extra videos, archives of Live Broadcasts, and links to related stuff 

 
- I have certain knowledge which has been passed on to me in the form of oral tradition and research.  
- The purpose of finding the force is to organize and package a certain style or flavor of knowledge. 


